Abstract. We prove that an abstract oval is an abstract conic if and only if all of its involutions are regular and all of its secant lines are Pascalian. In doing so, we provide a new characterisation of the rank 1 projective general linear groups over arbitrary fields.
Introduction
The theory of abstract ovals began with the three papers published in 1966 by Francis Buekenhout: Plans projectifs à ovoïdes pascaliens [7] ; Ovales et ovales projectifs [6] ; and Études intrinsèque des ovales [5] . Buekenhout realised that the "no three points collinear" property of an oval of a projective plane, and that "Pascal's theorem" for a conic, can be expressed entirely within the language of permutation groups. In so-doing, he created a link between multiply transitive groups and the geometry of projective planes. However, the true origin of the subject lies in Hilbert's Calculus of ends (1903) [18] , with a line of descent that can be traced through Veblen and Young (1910) [40] , Bottema (1928) [4] and Coxeter (1949) [9] .
Hilbert's calculus of ends can in turn be traced back to the discovery of the boundary at infinity of the hyperbolic plane by Beltrami (1868) [3] when he constructed the first models of non-Euclidean geometry. These ideal elements of geometry take their place alongside the points at infinity in projective geometry of Kepler (1604) [22] (influenced by the theory of perspective that grew out of Renaissance art), the point at infinity of inversive geometry of Möbius (1855) [32] (taken up by Riemann (1851) 1 and the Riemann sphere to study complex functions) and the circular points of Poncelet (1822) [33] . One remarkable result in Buekenhout's work is that if a Pascalian oval of a projective plane exists, then is Pappian and the oval is a conic [5, Proposition 7.9] . Another was an intrinsic study of ovals, leading to abstract ovals. In the ensuing years, there was great interest in extending Buekenhout's theorem on Pascalian ovals by many authors: Artzy (1968) [2] , Rigby (1969) [35] , Hofmann (1971) [19] , [20, 21] (with similar coordinates appearing in Martin (1971) [30] ), Conti (1975) [8] and Korchmaros (1977 Korchmaros ( /1978 [25, 26] , until in 1980, Faina [12] offered an extension to abstract ovals, combining the concerns of the three papers. Hofmann (1971) [19] proved that the five point Pascal property suffices to characterise a conic of a Pappian plane. Korchmaros (1977 Korchmaros ( /1978 [25, 26] studied the set of Pascal lines of an oval in a Desarguesian plane of even order, and Faina (1980) [12] proved his extension to abstract ovals. Korchmaros (1981) [27] showed that tangent lines and secant lines being Pascalian suffices. Amici and Casciaro (1983) [1] showed that external Pascalian points suffice for projective planes of odd order. Fernandes (1984) [15] showed that a translation plane of order 3 modulo 4 which contains an oval with the four point Pascal property is a semifield plane and Fernandes (1993) [16] showed that the five point property on tangents and secants together with the four point property suffices.
Buekenhout [5] also proved that an abstract oval of odd order with all involutions having fixed points regular is a conic in a Pappian plane. Korchmaros (1975 Korchmaros ( /1976 [24] proved the same theorem for even order ovals by using the Hering-Kantor-Seitz Theorem [17] . (Faina and Korchmaros (1985) [14] gave a list of possibilities for the groups of 2-transitive abstract ovals of even order, using deep theorems in group theory, but not the classification of the finite 2-transitive groups. Korchmaros (1987) [28] showed that the only 2-transitive abstract oval of order 3 modulo 4 is a conic, and proved a theorem that, after the classification of 2-transitive groups, also implies that result for order 1 modulo 4.)
Combining these two threads, we prove a theorem extending the theorems of Buekenhout and of Korchmaros characterising conics as abstract ovals under conditions on regular involutions to the infinite setting by adding a hypothesis involving Pascalian lines: Theorem 1.1. An abstract oval .O; S/ such that all the elements of S are regular and all secant lines are Pascalian is a conic in a Pappian plane.
We prove this result in Theorem 3.17. Faina also assumed that all tangent lines are Pascalian. To be more precise, Faina showed that an infinite abstract oval is a conic in a Pappian plane if and only if it is Pascalian and one of two things occurs: (i) the identity belongs to S and every non-identity element of S has a unique fixed point, or (ii) for every three distinct elements A; B; C 2 O there is an involution Ä 2 S such that Here we allow the identity permutation to be an involution, and by default, we will denote it by the symbol 1. An abstract oval gives rise to an incidence structure P .B/ as follows:
Points: the elements of O and the involutions S . An involution s 2 S is regular if it normalises S , and so s induces an automorphism of P .B/. A line`of P .B/ is said to be Pascalian if, for every three involutions i; j; k 2`, the product ij k is also an involution in S (in which case ij k is also incident with`). An abstract oval is said to be Pascalian if every line of its associated incidence structure is Pascalian. A conic O of a Pappian projective plane … gives rise to a Pascalian abstract oval as follows. Given a point P of … n O and a point X of O, we define X P to be the other point of O incident with PX when PX is a secant line, otherwise we set X P WD X if PX is tangent to O. Each point P of … n O then gives rise to an involution s P W X 7 ! X P , and we let S be the set of all such involutory permutations. Then B WD .O; S/ is an abstract oval known as an abstract conic. The incidence structure P .B/, in this case, is isomorphic to the incidence structure we obtain from … by removing the lines that do not intersect O (i.e., the external lines). In general, if the incidence structure P .B/ of an abstract oval B is isomorphic to the incidence structure arising from some abstract conic then we say that B is also an abstract conic.
The converse of Theorem 1.1 also holds:
1. An abstract conic has all involutions regular and all secant lines Pascalian.
Proof. Observe that every Pappian plane is coordinatised by a field F and a (nonempty, non-degenerate) conic in that plane gives rise to an abstract oval isomorphic to .PG.1; F/; S/, where S is the set of all involutions of PGL.2; F /. (Moreover, F has characteristic 2 if and only if S contains the identity element.) Thus all involutions are regular. The stabiliser of a point pair ¹P; Qº in PGL.2; F / is isomorphic to the semidirect product K of the multiplicative group F of F and a cyclic group of order 2 inverting F . Thus all elements of K n F are involutions, and the product of any three of elements of K n F is an element of K n F , and therefore an involution. Moreover, an element of .PG.1; F /; S / is incident with the secant line PQ if and only if it interchanges P and Q, that is, if and only if it is in K n F . Thus all secant lines are Pascalian.
Axial elements and Moufang sets
Throughout, we consider an abstract oval B WD .O; S/. Without Faina's axiom, we do not have at our disposal that every (nontrivial) element of S fixes at most two elements. The next best thing is that a product of two distinct elements of S fixes at most two elements, an observation we accredit to Buekenhout in [5] .
Lemma 3.1. Let .O; S/ be an abstract oval, and let s and t be distinct elements of S. Then st fixes at most two points.
Proof. Suppose st fixes distinct points A, B, C of O. Then
Now by the definition of an abstract oval, if Following in a similar vein to Rigby [35] , we define a non-identity permutation in the group hSi generated by S to be axial if it has precisely two fixed points X and Y , and for all distinct points Z and W different from X and Y , the element of S interchanging Z and W˛and W and Z˛fixes ¹X; Y º. The axis of˛is its fixed-point set ¹X; Y º. From the definitions, an abstract oval .O; S / has "Pascalian secant lines" if whenever three involutions s 1 ; s 2 ; s 3 2 S each map X to Y , their product s 1 s 2 s 3 is an involution in S . 
By the definition of an axial map, the unique element u interchanging L and Z˛, and Z and L˛, fixes ¹X; Y º. Since all secant lines are Pascalian, the product tsu is an involution of S fixing ¹X; Y º, and in particular, tsu D .tsu/ 1 D ust . So Proof. Let˛be an axial element with axis ¹X; Y º and let h 2 H . By Lemma 3.3, we can write˛D st for some s; t 2 S . Since every element of S is regular, it follows that h 1 sh; h 1 t h 2 S . Now h 1˛h is a product of these two elements of S, and X h and Y h are both fixed by h 1˛h . So it follows from Lemma 3.2 that h 1˛h is an axial element with axis ¹X h ; Y h º. If furthermore, h stabilises ¹X; Y º, then h 1˛h 2 A.X; Y /. In particular, h 1˛h 2 A.X; Y / for all h 2 M Y . Jacques Tits [39] introduced the concept of a Moufang set as an abstraction of certain rank 1 doubly transitive permutation groups. They are precisely the Moufang buildings of rank one. A Moufang set is a set M with at least three elements together with a collection of subgroups ¹U m W m 2 M º of permutations of M satisfying the following two properties:
(1) For each m 2 M , U m fixes m and acts regularly on M n ¹mº.
(2) For all m 2 M , U m permutes the set ¹U y W y 2 M º by conjugation.
The group generated by the so-called root subgroups ¹U m W m 2 M º acts 2-transitively on M and is called the little projective group of M . We can think of a Moufang set simply as a 2-transitive permutation group whose point stabiliser contains a normal subgroup which is regular on the remaining points. There is a way to construct every Moufang set from a group U and a permutation of U , which we denote by M.U; /, and we describe it as follows (see also [10, Section 3] ). Let X be the disjoint union of U and ¹1º, where 1 is a new symbol, and let 0 be the identity element of U . For each u 2 U , definę u to be the permutation of X that right multiplies the elements of U by u and fixes 1. Let U 1 WD ¹˛u W u 2 U º and extend to Sym.X / by setting 0 D 1 and essary and sufficient condition for M.U; / to be a Moufang set was provided by De Medts and Weiss [11] , and it is essentially that every Hua map to U is an automorphism of U .
In the proof of Theorem 3.12 (below), we need to identify the Moufang set M of Theorem 3.7 with a Moufang set of the form M.U; / in order to apply the definition of special. Hence we provide the following "folklore" result.
Lemma 3.8. Let G be a 2-transitive group on with 0 2 and 1 2 , and let U be a normal subgroup of the stabiliser of 1 in G, with U acting regularly on n ¹1º. Then for any element of G interchanging 0 and 1, we have that M.U; / is a Moufang set with little projective group hU; U i.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that G 1 WD hU; U i is 2-transitive on and that U is a normal subgroup of the stabiliser of 1 in G 1 , regular on n ¹1º. Now moves 1, so G 1 is transitive on (since the orbits of U on are ¹1º and n ¹1º), and the stabiliser of 1 in G 1 contains U , so G 1 is 2-transitive on . Moreover, the normality of U in G 1 implies the normality of U in the stabiliser of 1 in G 1 . By hypothesis, U acts regularly on n ¹1º, and so it follows that M.U; / is a Moufang set. Now consider the little projective group , which is generated by the root subgroups:
Therefore, U u 6 hU; U i and so G 1 contains all of the root subgroups. Hence, G 1 D .
A Moufang set M.U; / is said to be special if the following identity holds:
So, in light of Lemma 3.8, if G is a 2-transitive group on with 0 2 and 1 2 , U is a normal subgroup G 1 with U acting regularly on n ¹1º, and 2 G interchanges 0 and 1, then M.U; / is special if and only if
where˛! is the unique element of U mapping 0 to ! (and similarly,˛! is the unique element of U mapping 0 to ! ). will be denoted f a;bIc;d . Note that the stabiliser G 1 of 1 consists of the affine transformations ¹f a;bI0;1 W a; b 2 F ; a ¤ 0º. Let U be the subgroup of translations: ¹f 1;bI0;1 W b 2 F º. Notice that U is a normal subgroup of G 1 , and it acts regularly on PG.1; F/ n ¹1º. Now take the involution WD f 0; 1I1;0 (i.e., the map z 7 ! 1=z). Note that interchanges 0 and 1. Let ! be an element of PG.1; F / n ¹1º, and let˛! be the unique element of U mapping 0 to !; that is,˛! is the translation f 1;!I0;1 . So˛ 1 ! D f 1; !I0;1 and
So we see that we have a special Moufang set on PG.1; F /.
Example 3.10. Now consider the affine general linear group G WD AGL.1; F/ acting sharply 2-transitively as affine transformations of F . Note that the stabiliser G 1 of 1 2 F consists of the affine transformations ¹x 7 ! ax C 1 a W a 2 F n ¹0ºº. Let U WD G 1 . Notice that U is trivially a normal subgroup of G 1 , and it acts regularly on F n ¹1º. Now take the involution W x 7 ! x C 1. Note that interchanges 0 and 1. Let ! be an element of F n ¹0; 1º, and let˛! be the unique element of U mapping 0 to !; that is,˛! is the map
These two quantities are equal only when ! 2 ! C 1 D 0. So, as long as F has cardinality greater than 4, we see that we have a Moufang set here that is not special.
We will need the following very important result in the theory of Moufang sets with Abelian root groups. Proof. Let Y and Z be distinct points not equal to X, and let be the unique involution fixing X and mapping Y to Z. Let U be the group A.X; Y / generated by the axial maps with axis ¹X; Y º. So from Lemma 3.8 and Theorem 3.7, M.U; / is a Moufang set. Suppose M.U; / is a special Moufang set. We point out that in this proof, Y plays the role of "1" and Z plays the role of "0" in the definition of M.U; /. 
Note that q 2 S as every involution of S is regular. Now the inverse ofis, which must also fix Z 0 . Therefore,
Sofixes Z 0 and Z q 0 . By Lemma 3.1,fixes at most two points. Therefore, there are at most two possibilities for s because elements of S that interchange X and Y are defined by their image of Z. So we have shown that there are at most two nontrivial elements of A.X; Y /, which is a contradiction if the ground set O of the abstract oval (in Theorem 3.7) has more than five elements. Therefore, M.U; / is not special. Remark 3.13. We remark that in the case that S is the set of involutions of the group PGL.2; 4/ (acting naturally on five points), the axial elements fixing two points X and Y form a subgroup U of order 3, and it turns out that the Moufang set M.U; / is special in this case.
Corollary 3.14. Let .O; S/ be an abstract oval such that all involutions are regular and all secant lines are Pascalian, and let be the group generated by the axial elements that fix a point X 2 O. Then is sharply 2-transitive and isomorphic to AGL.1; F /, for some field F , acting naturally on the affine line AG.1; F /.
Proof. First we consider the case that O has cardinality at most 5. We refer to [13] , where it is ascertained that .O; S/ is an abstract conic in this case. [23, Corollary 3] and [31] ), the action of on O n ¹Xº is permutationally isomorphic to AGL.1; F / acting on F , for some field F.
We will need the following two results: the first of which is a well-known result in permutation group theory; the second is a consequence of [ We now have our main result:
Theorem 3.17. An abstract oval .O; S/ such that every element of S is regular and all secant lines are Pascalian is an abstract conic.
Proof. Let H D hS i, and let X 2 O. By Theorem 3.7, O n ¹Xº together with the subgroups ¹A.X; Y / W Y 2 O n ¹Xºº form a Moufang set with Abelian root subgroups. Let be the little projective group of this Moufang set (and so 6 H X ). By Corollary 3.14, Š AGL.1; F / for some field F , and hence has a nonidentity involution x. (To see this, t 7 ! t is an involution when the characteristic of F is not 2, whereas, t 7 ! t C 1 is an involution when the characteristic of F is 2.) So let Y be an element of O n ¹Xº that is moved by x (i.e., Y x ¤ Y ). Let Z WD Y x . Note that we must have x 2 S , as is sharply 2-transitive on O n ¹X º. Let y be the unique involution in S that fixes Y and interchanges X and Z. Let H 0 WD h; yi. Then So .xy/ 3 fixes three points. However, .xy/ 3 D y x x y , which is a product of two elements of S (as x and y normalise S ), and so by Lemma 3.1, .xy/ 3 D 1. Therefore, by Theorem 3.15 and Corollary 3.14, H 0 acts 3-transitively on O and H 0 X D . So H 0 is sharply 3-transitive on O. The result then follows from Theorem 3.16.
